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JODHPUR VIDYUT VITRA1~NIGAM LIMITED
(DEPTT.OF COMMERCIAL OPERATIONS)
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ORDER
Sub: Amnesty Scheme for realization of outstanding dues from
Domestic, Non-Domestic, Agricultural, Industrial consumers,
Govt. department and Local Bodies.
With a view to recover the outstanding dues of the Nigam against various
categories of consumers, it has been decided to allow a rebate of 10% or 05% (as the case
may be) to the consumers on payment of their_outstanding dues as per terms & conditions
given below:
Concession Allowed
I SI.No. Brief Description
If the entire/upto date outstanding dues are 10% rebate will be allowed
deposited by the consumer in one go within the on their outstanding dues
(including LPSIDPS and
scheme period
interest) as on 30-09-03
If 50% of the entire/upto date outstanding dues 05% rebate will be allowed
02
are deposited by the consumer in one go and the on their outstanding dues
I remaining 50% dues are paid within the scheme (including LPSIDPS and
interest) as oIl:30-09-2003
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1. This Amnesty Scheme will be operative for a period of two months from the date
of issue of this order.
2. The benefit of this scheme would be available only if the consumer voluntarily
undertakes to withdraw all the court cases pending in any Court of Law/Consumer
Forum/any other ForumIMRTP Commission etc. related to the outstanding dues.
3. The scheme shall be applicable to those disconnected consumers also who do not
want re-connection as well as to existingconsumers.
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4. The consumers seeking the benefit under the scheme shall apply to the concerned
Assistant Engineer in the format enclosed as Annexure-va". Concerned AEN
would be empowered to allow benefit under the scheme to the consumers of all
categories.
5. If consumer fails to deposit the amount as per the agreed time schedule under the
scheme, he would not be entitled for any rebate.
6. Outstanding dues shall be worked out without taking - into consideration
adjustment of existing security deposit. However, the adjustment of security
deposit may be made for disconnected consumers and the dues worked out, as on
date of disconnection, aiid from such consumers revised security deposit shall be
obtained as per rules before reconnection, if any.
7. The benefit of the scheme would be available including on the amount charged
because of theft/malpractice.
8. There would be no restriction to avail benefit of this package on the ground that
the consumer has already availedbenefit of earlier Amnesty Scheme.
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